ZIONIST KILLERS GET
OUT OF GAZA STRIP
Monday, January 5, 2009

The Zionist killers of Israel, with the full support of the US imperialists and the European Union,
after seven days of merciless bombing, where the victims were civilians and small children
proceeded to the second act of the tragedy against the suffering Palestinian people.
They invaded Gaza strip with hundreds tanks and thousands soldiers.
With this mass war operation the killers Zionists are operating against humanity. They spread
disaster; they kill in cold blood in order to wear out the resistance of the Palestinian people.
The inconceivable brutality of the Zionist killers is aiming to strangle the struggle of the
Palestinian people for a free homeland. At the same time they ignite worst danger for all the
peoples in the region. The real face of the US imperialism and the European chancellors is being
revealed.
From every drop of blood that has been spilt on the Palestinian land a new fighter is being born
against the Zionist killers and their imperialists patrons.
We express our strongest solidarity and support to the struggle of the Palestinian people. We
stand on their side and bleed from their tragedy.
We call out the Greek people to demonstrate in every city and demand the withdrawal of the
Zionists from Gaza strip.
We call out the Greek people to fight on the side of the Palestinian people and all the peoples in
the region against the killers, against imperialism and against the government and the forces of
dependence in our country that provided cover to the Israeli killers.
We express our full support and solidarity to the heroic and militant resistance conducted by the
Palestinian people – for years, every day and under the most difficult conditions – to liberate
their homeland.
CPG (m-l) calls out the workers and youth to an all-people’s alert; calls out to a continuous
militant mobilization all the progressive people across the country.
With various activities, actual solidarity and mass demonstrations we demand the end of the
massacre by the invasion in Gaza; the ousting of the Zionist killers and the end of the siege in
Gaza.
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Immediate humanitarian aid and enforce the Greek government to provide health support and
healthcare to seriously wounded people.
THE VICTORY OF THE PALESTINIAN PEOPLE WILL BE THE VICTORY OF ALL
PEOPLES!

Communist Party of Greece (marxist-leninist)
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